A printers guide to content management services: Profiting from content
services in the digital age

As companies become increasingly aware
of the value of their investment in
corporate content and the intellectual
capital it represents, they are eager to gain
full profit potential by leveraging this
significant investment to lower costs,
improve productivity, and harness their
creative
assets
faster
than
their
competition. A Printers Guide to Content
Management Services demystifies the field
of content management services. Whether
customer content is managed solely by the
print service provider, or the printer links
to customer content management systems,
learning about - and offering - content
management services is vital to the future
survival of a print service provider in the
digital age. A print service provider must
be positioned to play a key role in this asset
value chain to extract incremental revenue
associated with repurposing that content in
print and other media. In its six case
studies, A Printers Guide to Content
Management Services cites real-world
examples solicited from a variety of
successful service providers who have
augmented their businesses by adding
content management services to their
portfolio of offerings. Using this solid,
practical guide, learn how content
management services can provide you with
a competitive advantage and market
differentiation.
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